that surround them. For example, what it means to be (perceived) Canadian vs. an immigrant, or what it means to be black vs. African (Nigerian). Questions such as "Where are you really from?" always remind me that "foreign" is a presumption that precedes me. Conversely, nativity has been ascribed to the White European population in a way that systematically marginalizes the history and perpetuates the violent erasure of Indigenous communities, a practice that persists to this day. I do not consider Canada my place of origin-a sentiment shared by many Canadians-yet those with a perceived sense of belonging have vastly different experiences from those who do not. I am fortunate enough to have been raised learning about and continuously engaging with my culture, but even that has had its limits. There is a certain tension, what I would call a double-sided alienation, that often comes with being a firstgeneration immigrant, particularly of a racialized background. For me, that means not feeling either Nigerian or Canadian "enough," yet being significantly shaped and socialized by both societies. This is a tension I recognized and wanted to highlight in the stories of the two women mentioned above. Moreover, the continuity between my story and (my representation of) their stories is signified by the framework of memory I adopted in the pieces (i.e., "I had forgotten/I remember"), which is from an earlier poem I wrote about my own experience coming to terms with some of the ways my identity changed after moving to Canada.
The first piece is written from the viewpoint of Mona, the protagonist in The Swinging Bridge, a novel by Ramabai Espinet. Mona is an Indo-Trinidadian woman living in Canada. Her story starts in Trinidad, but ironically, the only two "homes" (Trinidad and Canada) she has ever known have never fully accepted her, while her place of ancestral origins (India) has been mostly foreign to her. As a result of their two-fold displacement, her family is described as living in a double diaspora. This piece explores how tracing the journey back home, in all its nuances, through memories and stories, can be full of pain and loss. This quest is prompted by the discovery that Mona's great-grandmother, Gainder, came to Trinidad as an indentured servant. The second piece is told from the viewpoint of Dionne Brand, the subject and author of Land to Light On. Brand is a Caribbean-born scholar who becomes disillusioned after discovering that Canada, the place she had always romanticized, is rife with racism and intolerance. My piece asks, "What is home?" by exploring how a sense of belonging is cultivated-through community-in some places and deniedthrough systems of oppression-in others.
Mona and Dionne's stories converge in a number of ways: both are women, born and raised in Trinidad and Tobago, with their departures to Canada taking place in their late teens to early 20s. However, there are also significant differences between them. While Mona is of ethnic Indian descent, Dionne is of ethnic African descent. Similarly, and to reiterate, Mona's story is a fictionalized narrative inspired by the real-life experiences of author Ramabai Espinet, while Dionne's is the autobiographical account of Dionne Brand, a celebrated literary figure in Canada. 
I H A D F O R G O T T E N : A TA L E O F T W O D I A S P O R A S

Gathered our Indian
Made a bonfire of it Let it burn till it filled the lungs of our ancestors Kept the ashes I forgot we put on new faces A gentrified version of our old ones In softened tones To dream dreams in? I forgot we once had our own songs The melodic marriage of history and agony It only ever played in our souls now 
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